Dear MACo Members:

We need your help: join us in thanking the legislators who have sponsored MACo’s Initiative bill on Next Generation 9-1-1.

We have an amazing number of bill sponsors (44 Senators and 74 Delegates) on this important legislation. Celebrating their support will bring attention to the issue and educate constituents and other legislators on why advancing 9-1-1 technology is so crucial.

HOW YOU CAN HELP: We’ve tweeted several graphics and “thank you” posts. Retweet those using the links below and tag your legislators with a note like:

“Thanks @PamelaBeidle @SenatorSarah @SenatorReilly @SBartlettLawyer @marksoochang @chisholm1170 @SethforDelegate @MaryLehman_D1 and Dels Barnes, Carey, Malone for helping to make MD’s 911 system better, faster, and safer - #MD911Now”

Please note: You have 280 characters for your tweet – if you go over that amount, you can always split your legislators into separate tweets (like 1 for Senators, 1 for Delegates)

HOW TO RETWEET:
1. Log in to Twitter
2. Click on one of the tweet links below
3. At the bottom of the tweet, click on the retweet button
4. A window will pop up for you to add a comment
5. Open the excel sheet of bill sponsors by county
6. Find your county, copy the handles
7. In the comment window, type your note and paste the handles, being sure there is one space between each handle (like the example above)
8. Type hashtag #MD911Now
9. Click Tweet
10. Repeat on other sample tweets, if desired

Thank you for helping to spread the word that improving and updating Maryland’s 9-1-1 system is a priority for counties!

Sample tweets are shown with links on the next 2 pages...